Introduction
The moving of road vehicles is the biggest consumer of energy in the transport duty. So in this area it is still possible to reach some rising effectiveness despite the significant progress of the last years. In Europe the highest speed limit for HGVs is 90 km×h -1 . The biggest share of driving performance is done on motorways and highways at the velocity of over 80 km×h -1 . At this velocity the biggest resistance of all driving resistances acting on moving vehicle is the aerodynamic drag, which anticipates the rolling resistance at the velocity of 80 km×h -1 . If we consider a tractor-trailer set (30 000 kg gross mass) with all operational characteristics of common values, so at the velocity of 90 km×h -1 the representation of each resistance power is: aerodynamic drag power 68 kW (47.5%), rolling resistance power 58 kW (40.5%), powertrain losses power 17 kW (12%).
This proportion points at the importance of raising the effectiveness of moving vehicle by reducing the aerodynamic drag [1, 3, 5, 9] .
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (BLWT)
The measurement was done in the wind tunnel ( Fig. 1) , which belongs to the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava (The Faculty of Civil Engineering).
Universal BLWT tunnel contains two operating spaces -the front space (FOS) and the rear space (ROS). It is a vacuum tunnel with an opened circuit of air flow. The air is induced in its front part. Then is comes into the FOS where the uniform non-gradient wind flow with fluctuation less than 5% is created. The FOS is suitable for the analysis of uniform non-gradient wind flow with the velocity up to 32 m×s -1 , [4, 10] .
Measuring Devices
Differential Pressure Sensors were placed at the cover along the tunnel in height of 1150 mm from tunnel floor. They were used for permanent monitoring of pressures inside the tunnel. Each sensor had two measuring points. Resultant value of pressure was calculated as the average from both values.
Prandtl tubes were placed in the tunnel (1st in FOS, 2nd in ROS). It determined the value of wind velocity by method of different between values of pressure in two places located on the cover of probe.
Almeo Type MA25902 with Thermo-Anemometer Probe Type FVAA935TH5K2 was used for the measurement of wind velocity [4, 10] .
Measurement and Evaluation
Aerodynamic drag or air drag -these expressions are common as direct wind resistance, too. This is the force, which causes the resistance acting during a vehicle is moving. For the equation this resistance the Eq. 1 is used. [4] sciENcE aNd tEchNology The principle is the direct measuring of the wind force (aerodynamic drag) which is acting on a vehicle model through blowing wind (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 ). Its value is influenced by current air conditions (air pressure and air temperature). The vehicle shape and size and the most important element is the velocity of the wrapping wind [5, 12, 19] .
This drag is directly proportional to the multiple of mentioned elements (Eq. 1). It is possible to change the only one element from the Eq. 1. It is the drag coefficient C d . Air density is a dynamical changing natural dimension that cannot be influenced by a human being. The vehicle size is limited by legislation and it is using on the edge. Downsizing is not acceptable because of the vehicle volume effectiveness. The vehicle velocity is an important element in the transport duties since it depends on the delivery time. It is possible to change only the vehicle shapes and they relate to the C d . The coefficient expresses fluency of the wind wrapping [6, 8, 20] .
A number of physical data was read by detection devices during the measurement for precise determination of results. Especially the atmospheric pressure and air temperature were measured. From these values the instantaneous air density ρ V were calculated. The speed of the airflow was measured by Prandtl tubes in several places in the tunnel and anemometer was used directly at the site wrapping around the model with four levels within the height of the model. Therefore it was possible to determine the mean velocity of the air, which was used in the calculations below.
Face of the model represents the area bounded by its maximum height and width due to the scale model of the 1/24 the size of both dimensions. Thus the area represents 1/576 of the real vehicle surface.
The wind resistance was measured by a load cell placed in the model preparation (Fig. 3 ). Mechanical load cell was equipped with a spring of linear characteristic and reached a measurement range of 0 N to 5 N with accuracy of 0.05N.
Aerodynamic Devices
The scopes of this measurement were two types of devices (Fig.  4) . They were chosen because of the present trend of using these devices. The following devices have been chosen: sealed wheels, tail and combination of them.
Nowadays many measurements are done to describe the influence of these devices on the truck fuel consumption. Some transport companies already use sealed wheels on a part of the trailers and the trailer producers offer them as the optional trailer trim. But using the tail is not possible because of current legislation (length of truck sets). The new European legislation is in preparation, which allows this aerodynamic tail. The actual truck length will be about 500 mm longer.
The dimensions pointed on the Fig. 4 represent the devices of the real size in millimetres. Such devices were used on the model as well as their dimensions are scaled in 1/24. Devices were made personally from soft wood (spruce) and attached to the model by a double -sided tape (Fig. 5 ).
Conclusion
During the measurement air pressure reached the values 99360 -99460 Pa and air temperature was (24 ÷ 24.4)°C. Thanks to the steady conditions approximate value of air density was 1.196 kg×m -3 . 
. Measuring scheme (F W -wind force, F WR -wind force reaction, F S -load cell force. F f -rolling resistance force. F P -additional downforce caused by F S , G T -vehicle gravity force, T -gravity centre, x -horizontal distance between two anchor points of loading cell , y -vertical distance between two anchor points of loading cell, α -angle between load cell axle and horizontal plane)

Fig. 5. Aerodynamic devices: a) combination of sealed wheels and tail, b) sealed wheels sciENcE aNd tEchNology
Each examined state (2 aerodynamic devices, their combination and reference "mass-produced" vehicle model) was measured for two cases of wind yaw angle -0° and 5°.
The velocity of wind flow was regulated by the frequency of two electric motors in the tunnel. All measurements were repeated for three frequencies (velocities) - and 18.08 m×s -1 . The model is resting on its wheels which are rotatable mounted. This fact was used and the model was pushed on the wheels by blowing wind in its direction. The model is equipped with rubber wheels. They cause rolling resistance. Also friction losses of wheel shafts represent resistance to movement of the vehicle. These resistive forces were measured after the measurement by hydraulic cylinder (laboratory equipment of the Department of Road and Urban Transport) and load cell. Using the cylinder, the model was driven by a very slow rate evenly over the measuring mat, so the rolling resistance value was given. This was done with multiple burdens placed on the model. Since cosine force component FS (Fig. 3 ) also creates additional downforce on the model surface.
The exact value of the angle α was determined by the distance between clamping load cell for measuring surface and clamping the model and the height difference of the two points. This distance was measured by using the measuring tape mounted on the substrate under the measurement model (Fig. 2) .
During the measurement load cell senses the force F S which is not identical with the force of the wind, but must be recalculated due to the diversion load cell angle from the horizontal plane and the rolling resistance of tires.
where: f -rolling resistance coefficient related for each experiment; other signs are described in Fig. 3 .
After substituting Eq. 2 into the Eq. 1 we will obtain the resultant equation (Eq. 3). According to it the drag coefficient C d was calculated by inserting measured individual values.
The measurement was performed in two cases namely the yaw angle of 0° and of 5°. Several angles used to be examined in similar measurements. Their impact is expressed in the weighted average. However, the most relevant of which are right angles 0° and 5°. The yaw angle is affected mainly by the strength and direction of the blowing wind while driving vehicle. In still air or direct headwind shall take this angle to 0°. Resulting yaw angle increases with increasing angle and speed of blowing wind [2, 15, 16] ,
where:
The column values (Fig. 7) represent the reducing of aerodynamic drag in units designated as DC (Drag counts -unit air resistance). They represent thousands of times the difference of the coefficients Cd for reference vehicle and vehicle with devices. This is a simplified labelling of drag coefficients difference.
where ΔC d is the difference of C d for reference vehicle and vehicle equipped with devices [-] . Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 express the influence of aerodynamic devices on the drag coefficient. From this graphic evaluation the influence rate of each device in the absolute expression as C d or in the difference as DC is clear. The lower rates of coefficient are better because they are directly proportional to the aerodynamic drag. With decreasing of the drag also truck fuel consumption decreases and that is the main reason of testing and using aerodynamic devices. As the main result value we consider the weighted C d or DC. Theoretically it reflects light crosswind wind influence which acts during a vehicle is moving. The best result reaches combination of both devices at the value of −66 DC. Higher influence reflects at the yaw of 0° what is probably due to the bigger surface where the crosswind at the yaw of 5° can act. Sealed wheels reach higher decreasing of C d than tail without enlarging the truck length and side surface and without decreasing manoeuvrability (tail does it) [11, 13, 14] .
Summary
During measuring and its evaluation we took the view that using a model vehicle of higher scale would probably get results with accuracy. But the measured values present common rates of C d used in the scientific area of the ground vehicles. Next measurement on the real sized vehicle on real road would be more appropriate. According to the comparison of real condition and this measuring the differences are: static wheels on the model and a static road (mat) in a wind tunnel. These two facts should have influence on smaller differences to C d values of the real truck set [15, 17, 18] .
The results provide values which reflect negligible effect on the aerodynamic drag of truck sets. They show that using these devices consumed fuel can be spared and so the effectiveness of the transport duty and of a vehicle can be increased.
